
 Over the last decade a diversity of rapidly evolving automated 
screening devices has become available, facilitating worldwide 
expansion of the universal neonatal hearing screening program. 
Although this equipment using otoacoustic emissions (OAE) and/ 
or click auditory brainstem responses (cABR) has been proven rea-
sonably effective in practice (Mehl & Thomson, 1998; Vohr et al, 
1998; Connolly et al, 2005) some improvements in methods and 
technology can be beneficial.

The accuracy of any automated screening device depends, among 
other factors, on the performance in the statistical methods used  
for objective response detection and its ability to discriminate the 
signal embedded in noise. Most automated screening technology 
nowadays uses transient responses such as cABR or OAE. Because 
of the complex morphology of these signals, it is not easy to quantify 
and to differentiate the response from the underlying noise using  
the existing time domain statistical methods. These limitations could 
be a biasing factor on the performance of available OAE or cABR 
automated equipments.

Over the past decade, the multiple auditory steady state responses 
(MSSR) have received increasing interest as a potential method for 
frequency specific screening (Savio et al, 2006; Savio & Pérez-Abalo, 

2007). Among other advantages of this technique ease of automation 
is important. Since the MSSR are continuous periodic signals, they 
are represented in the frequency domain as distinct spectral peaks 
(at the modulation frequency) and can be described with only two 
parameters (amplitude and phase). Also, because the signals can  
be deterministically predicted (at specific spectral components),  
the residual noise can be easily differentiated and quantified. There 
is a diversity of statistical indicators calculated in the frequency 
domain which have been demonstrated to be effective for objective 
detection of MSSR (Picton et al, 1987; Victor & Mast, 1991;  
Valdés et al, 1997). For this reason, all MSSR technology currently 
available incorporates frequency domain statistical methods to detect 
the signals.

Despite the potential advantages for automation of MSSR  
testing over transient signals, such as cABR, few studies have directly 
compared the performance of the statistical methods used. In these 
investigations the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) methodo-
logy has been used to compare the performance of different quanti-
tative indicators in cABR (Valdés et al, 1987; Dobie & Wilson,  
1993; Sturzebecher & Cebulla, 1997; Sturzebecher et al, 1999; 
Cebulla et al, 2000; Norton et al, 2000; Savio et al, 2007) or MSSR 
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(Dobie & Wilson, 1994 a,b; Valdés et al, 1997; Cebulla et al, 2001; 
Savio et al, 2007). There is only one previous report by Savio et al 
(2007) that compares the performance of both cABR and MSSR 
statistics with this methodology. The measures compared were those 
inbuilt in the AUDIX system: (1) the circular T2 (CT2) (Victor & 
Mast, 1991) and the Hotelling T2 (HT2) (Valdés et al, 1997) for 
MSSR signals; (2) the standard deviation ratio (SDR) and the cor-
relation coefficient (CCR) for cABR (Picton et al, 1983; Valdés et al, 
1987). Their findings showed some advantages for MSSR statistics 
over those used for cABR detection. However, the sample was 
obtained in a long term follow up clinical study which was not 
designed for this purpose (Savio et al, 2006). As a result the true 
positives were scarce and unevenly distributed. Also, the gold stan-
dard was the actual diagnosis of the children made at the end of the 
follow up (3–4 years old). Thus possible inter-current events between 
the first and second testing that may affect the results, especially in 
the true negative condition, cannot be ruled out.

The aim of this study is to confirm and expand to the context of 
neonatal hearing screening previous findings on the advantages of 
the frequency domain statistics for objective detection of MSSR 
(HT2 and CT2) versus those applicable to cABR (SDR and CCR). 
For this purpose, ROCs were evaluated in a test sample of recordings 
evenly distributed between conditions (with and without auditory 
response) obtained in healthy newborns.

Methods

Subjects
Thirty-five healthy newborns without risk factors were tested within 
the first two weeks of life. Ethical approval for the study was obtained 
through the Ethics Committee at the Cuban Neurosciences Center. 
A sample of 139 recordings (69 recordings with stimulus and 70 
without stimulus) was collected for each type of response (cABR 
and MSSR) and ROC curves were evaluated. The cABR and MSSR 
recordings were obtained in the same babies during a single testing 
session.

Study design
Each baby underwent testing only if the parents consented after a 
detailed explanation of the procedures for a threshold seeking stan-
dard cABR test which was used as the gold standard for normal 
hearing. Threshold was identified by an experienced clinical neuro-
physiologist and only those babies with an identifiable peak V at  
30 dB nHL were included in the study.

The cABR and the MSSR screening tests were subsequently 
administered in random order. Recordings without stimulation were 
also obtained for both screening tests with the earphones kept in 
place but disconnected from the equipment.

Acoustic stimuli
Brief clicks and multiple amplitude modulated tones were used as 
stimuli. All stimuli were delivered monaurally through insert ear-
phones. Thus, both ears were tested, but independently. The clicks 
were generated with a rectangular pulse of 0.1 ms and presented at 
a repetition rate of 0.017 kHz. The multiple frequency stimuli con-
sisted of a combination of two continuous carrier tones (0.5 and  
2 kHz, mixed electronically) modulated in amplitude (95% depth)  
at rates of 0.111 and 0.115 kHz respectively. The intensity was 
expressed in dB nHL with reference to 0 dB to the mean psychoa-
coustic threshold of 10 young subjects with normal hearing func-
tion. The pass/fail intensity criteria were fixed for both screening 
tests at 40 dB nHL (equivalent to 75 dB pSPL for the click and 62 
dB SPL (overall) for the mixed amplitude modulated tones). Stimuli 
were calibrated using a Brüel & Kjaer sound level meter model 
Investigator 2260 and a microphone type 4165.

Recording procedure
All newborns were tested under natural sleep. The MSSR and cABR 
were obtained using the AUDIX 5 evoked response test system  
(Neuronic S.A., Havana). Electrode discs of Ag/AgCl were fixed 
with electrolytic paste at the forehead (positive), ipsilateral mastoid 
(negative), and contralateral mastoid (ground). Impedance values 
were kept below 5 kOhms.

For the cABR recordings the bioelectric activity was amplified 
with a gain of 100 000 and bandpass filtered between 0.02 and  
2 kHz. A fixed number of stimulus presentations—3000—were used 
to obtain the response average, acquired in two subsets of repetitions 
or “replicates”. Trials containing electroencephalographic signals 
with amplitudes greater than  50 mV from baseline were automat-
ically rejected from the averaging process. The statistics SDR, CCR, 
and the residual noise levels calculated during the averaging process 
were used as quantitative indicators for response identification and 
quality control of the recordings.

The MSSR tests were made with a semi-automatic software appli-
cation of AUDIX 5, designed specifically for neonatal screening 
(Mijares et al, 2011). For the MSSR the bioelectric activity was 
amplified with a gain of 100 000 and band pass filtered between 10 
and 0.3 kHz. Epochs of 8192 samples (digitized with a sampling 
period of 1.36 ms) were collected, transformed to the frequency 
domain, and averaged. Artifact rejection was carried out with  
shorter epoch sections of 512 points whenever the activity exceeded  
 50 mV. Fast Fourier transforms were computed with a long sweep 
of 8192 samples, as well as HT2 and, with each of the 16 subseg-
ments of 512 samples, CT2. The MSSR software uses specific stop-
ping criteria for the screening test: (1) When, for both frequencies, 
a significant response is present, stabilized in three consecutive 
sweeps, and the number of averages is greater than 8; (2) When  
one or both frequencies are not statistically significant and the max-
imum number of 32 averages was reached.

Calculation in the frequency domain of MSSR statistics 
Hotelling t2 statistical indicator

The HT2 evaluates the difference between two estimated means 
value (signal vs. noise) using a coefficient of maximum verisimilitude. 

Abbreviations

AUC Area under the ROC curve
cABR Click auditory brainstem responses
CCR Correlation coefficient ratio
CSM Coherence synchrony measure
CT2 Circular T2
HT2 Hotelling T2
MSSR Multiple auditory steady-state responses
OAE Otoacoustic emissions
PC Phase coherence
ROC Receiver operating characteristics
SDR Standard deviation ratio
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For these indicators, it is assumed that the noise mean is different to 
zero and at the same time, is different to the signal mean. A response 
was judged as significantly different from the residual noise at a 
criterion of p  0.05. The formula for HT2 was:

HT2 1

2 2

= −
−
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=  
where Re and Im are real and imaginary parts of the complex  
number, Y s is the spectral component where the signal is expected, 
and Yi

r are the adjacent frequency components used to estimate  
the noise.

circular t2 statistical indicator

To calculate the CT2 the amplitude and the phase of the signal spec-
tral components were used following the exact methodology 
described by Victor & Mast (1991). This test evaluates if an observed 
set of spectral components (corresponding to the response) comes 
from the noise population (with zero mean). The statistic of this test 
was calculated as follows:
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where Re and Im are real and imaginary parts of the complex  
number, Y– is the sample mean, and Yi refers to one observation.

Calculation in the time domain of cABR statistics 
standard deviation ratio statistical indicator

The SDR is a signal to noise ratio, as follows:

SDR = X t

R t

( )

( )

where | X(t) | represents the norm of the total average vector (repli-
cates averaged together) and | R(t) | represents the norm of the plus 
minus reference average.

correlation coefficient ratio statistical indicator

The CCR is a statistic that reflects the replicability between two 
sub-averages, computed as follows:

CCR =
×

×
=
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t
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1 2
1

1 2
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∑

where Y1(t) and Y2(t) represents the replicates or subaverage wave-
forms, | V1(t) | and | V2(t) | represents the norm of the vector, and np 
means the number of data points digitized in each waveform.

ROC analysis
The area under the ROC (AUC) was calculated using the nonpara-
metric Wilcoxon two rank sum statistics. This method was preferred 
because it avoids distributional assumptions about the probability 
model of the data, without introducing an estimation bias (Hajian-
Tilaki et al, 1997). The method, briefly consisted in the comparison 
between all possible pairs of subjects in the true positives pk subset 
and the true negatives subset qj. The method to compute the area is 
based on the average of the assignment function in data.

The assignment function Y (qj pk) is equal to 1 if qi  pk, is equal 
to 0.5 if qj   pk, and is 0 when qj  pk. Then the overall area is com-
puted by the following equation, which is an unbiased estimator of 
the area:

ˆ
( )

θ =
Ψ p q

m n

k j
k

n

j

m

∑∑

To compare the areas between ROC curves, the hypothesis is 
tested that both curves have equal area. The test of DeLong et al 
(1988) was applied, which is based in a ratio statistic that measures 
the differences between both areas. This non-parametric compari-
son is used for preventing departures of normality in the studied 
data.

Results also were scrutinized in terms of correct detections, for 
two fixed values of false alarm rates 10% and 20%, extracted from 
the ROC curve. The estimation of confidence intervals for these 
results was obtained using a bootstrap (Hastie et al, 2009). This 
technique constructs new artificial datasets that are used for com-
pute new ROC curves. The variance of the new ROC curves is used 
to derive a confidence interval for the observed statistics. The con-
struction of the new data sets is achieved by resampling, with 
replacement of the observations in the actual data, via an interative 
process.

Figure 1. ROC curves summarizing the performance of the different statistical indicators. The y-axis corresponds to the true positive 
rate and the x-axis to the false positive rate, both of which are represented as proportions. Superimposed ROC curves for HT2 and CT2 
statistics used to MSSR objective detection at 0.5 and 2 kHz are shown in the Figure 1, A. Figure 1, B shows ROC curves for SDR and 
SDR quantitative indicators used to cABR objective response detection.
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Results

The ROC curves derived for cABR and MSSR statistics are shown 
in Figure 1. Each ROC curve represents the performance in auto-
matic response detection of a single MSSR or cABR statistic. It is 
noteworthy that the ROC curves for both MSSR statistics (Figure 1, 
A) have larger AUCs than those for cABR statistics (Figure 1, B). 
The ROC curves more distant from the diagonal corresponded to the 
MSSR statistics obtained at 2 kHz, followed by the MSSR statistics 
obtained at 0.5 kHz, then those of both cABR statistics, which in 
turn overlapped.

The AUCs calculated are summarized in Table 1. It is noteworthy 
that the larger areas correspond to the MSSR statistics (HT2 and 
CT2) followed by those of the cABR (CCR and SDR). Furthermore, 
the AUCs for both MSSR statistics were slightly larger for the 2 kHz 
than 0.5 kHz responses. However, these differences did not reach 
statistical significance (p  0.19 for HT2 and p  0.07 for CT2).

Table 2 provides a summary of the results of the statistical com-
parisons between AUC using the DeLong et al (1988) method. For 
the MSSR elicited at 0.5 kHz the performance of the HT2 statistic 
was significantly better than the CT2 statistic. However, for the 
MSSR elicited at 2 kHz there were no significant differences in the 
performance of HT2 and CT2, though both MSSR statistics (HT2 
obtained at 0.5 and 2 kHz; and CT2 obtained at 2 kHz) were sig-
nificantly better that those used for cABR automatic detection.

The performance of each statistical indicator was also evaluated 
at false alarms rates of 10 and 20%. Either could be acceptable for 
screening applications. Table 3 provides the hits rates and confidence 
intervals calculated for each statistical indicator. For both false alarm 
rates there were clear advantages in the automatic detection of MSSR 
over cABR. The correct detection rates for MSSR statistics was 
between 90–100%, whereas cABR statistics could only identify cor-
rectly between 75% and 84% of the recordings at 10 and 20% false 
alarms rates, respectively.

Discussion

The performance of automatic detection methods for auditory evoked 
responses is important for hearing screening. This study uses ROC 
methodology to compare the performance of MSSR and cABR sta-
tistics in neonatal hearing screening. Results show significantly 
larger AUCs for MSSR statistics (HT2 and CT2) calculated in the 
AUDIX 5, than for the cABR indices SDR and CCR, suggesting  
an advantage of the MSSR technique for automation purposes.

ROC analyses were used successfully to compare the performance 
of various statistics in the automatic detection of either cABR  
(Sturzebecher, 1999; Norton et al, 2000; Cebulla, 2000) and MSSR 
(Valdés et al, 1997; Cebulla, 2001; Picton, 2001). However, there is 
only one previous report using such methodology to compare  
MSSR and cABR statistics (Savio et al, 2007), and there are  
some methodological differences between studies that should be dis-
cussed. In Savio et al (2007) the number of recordings classified with 
normal and impaired hearing was unevenly distributed, and the  
true positive represents 29% of the sample. Secondly, the gold stan-
dard used to classify the recordings was the audiological status  
of the child made 3–4 years after the screening test. Thus the influ-
ence of inter-current events between the initial and final testing can-
not be ruled out.

Present findings confirm, via a more strictly defined test sample 
and a more rigorous design, the superiority of MSSR frequency 
domain statistics over those time domain statistics calculated for 
cABR detection, at least for the statistical analyses and method of 
recording as applied to the cABR here. Namely, the ROC curves 
were calculated in an equally distributed test sample of recordings 
obtained in healthy neonates evaluated in a single testing session. 
The importance of the balanced sample for the experimental design 
has been assessed by several authors (Montgomery, 2008; Bishop, 
2006). The “balance” data set in which equal numbers of examples 
were selected from each of the classes permitted a more accurate 

Table 1. Comparison between AUC for each one statistical indicator 
used for the objective response detection of cABR and MSSR 
obtained at 0.5 & 2 kHz.

Statistical tests

Test Stimuli HT2 CT2 SDR CCR

cABR Click
– –

0.91 0.92
MSSR 0.5 kHz tone 0.98 0.96 – –

2 kHz tone 1 0.99 – –

Table 2. Statistical significance between AUC among all statistic 
tests studied for cABR and MSSR (0.5 and 2 kHz) objective response 
detection. 

CT2 SDR CCR

0.5 kHz 2 kHz 0.5 kHz 2 kHz 0.5 kHz 2 kHz

HT2 0.009 0.138 0.008 0.000 0.010 0.000
CT2 – – 0.077 0.000 0.090 0.000
SDR – – – – 0.211 0.211

Values statistically significant (p  0.05) are shown in bold type.

Table 3. Hits rate (correct detection of newborns without response) for a fixed false alarms rate of 
10 and 20%, and its confidence intervals (in parentheses below) were computed with a bootstrap 
technique for cABR and for 0.5 & 2 kHz amplitude modulated tone steady-state responses.

Hearing screening tests (% of successes)

False 
alarms

cABR 0.5 kHz MSSR 2 kHz MSSR

CCR SDR CT2 HT2 CT2 HT2

10% 80
(78.9–80.4)

75
(74.7–76.0)

90
(89.0–90.0)

97
(95.8–98.3)

98
(97.5–99.5)

100
(98.7–100)

20% 84
(82.8–85.2)

84
(83.0–85.0)

96
(94.7–96.5)

97
(95.8–98.3)

100
(98.7–100)

100
(98.6–100)
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model (Bishop, 2006). Thus, the limitations of previous approaches 
could be avoided, further substantiating the conclusion of advantages 
of MSSR technique for automated screening. Also, these results, 
obtained within directly in the context of neonatal screening, pro-
vides a first step for further development of MSSR screening  
technology.

The MSSR “superiority of performance” found here, and by  
Savio et al (2007), can be attributed to the periodic quasi-sinusoidal 
nature of the steady-state responses which, in turn, can be easily 
represented in the frequency domain and detected as distinct spectral 
components at the modulation frequency of each eliciting tone. 
Again, these properties facilitate not only signal identification but 
also its differentiation from the background noise. Contrastingly, 
transient signals such as cABR have complex waveforms which are 
more difficult to describe quantitatively and to differentiate from the 
overlapping noise.

The selection of the specific cABR indices used here and the 
relative advantages of one over the other also bear discussion.  
Among the many statistical indices used for automatic detection of 
transient evoked responses, the CCR and the SDR have interesting 
theoretical properties (Picton et al, 1983). These time domain signal-
to-noise indices (or modifications derived from them) have been  
used successfully for objective detection of cABR (Picton et al, 
1983; Valdés et al, 1987; Jimenez et al, 1988; Savio et al 2007). For 
this reason in the AUDIX system, these indices are calculated “on 
line” during the averaging process. They thus can be used as quan-
titative aids for response identification and quality control of the 
recordings. Published results comparing their performance have 
shown either a slight superiority of SDR over CCR (Valdés et al, 
1987; Savio et al, 2007) or vice versa (Picton et al, 1983). Such  
differences were not evident from results of the present study,  
where both time domain indices showed similar AUCs and no sta-
tistical differences were found between them. Since differences 
between studies were rather small, these earlier differences in CCR 
and SDR performance likely reflect differences in the nature and size 
of the test sample and in the methods used for comparisons between 
indices.

A caveat apropos the findings of this study is that the statistics 
used for cABR detection were limited to those already included in 
the AUDIX system employed. Other time domain power ratio  
methods such as Fsp developed by Elberling & Don (1984), the 
frequency domain T2R developed and tested by Valdés et al (1987), 
or template matching methods (Jiménez et al, 1988) might be  
more effective in the detection of cABR. These indices should be 
also evaluated in further studies. However, considering that the AUC 
values reported for the automatic detection of cABR using either 
T2R or the Fsp are smaller than those found here for the T2 like 
statistics, it would seem that the MSSR advantage for automation 
likely would still hold.

The differences among frequency domain statistics for objective 
MSSR detection also should be evaluated further. Most published 
studies have evidenced a superiority in the performance of statistics 
based on both amplitude and phase information (Picton et al, 1987; 
Victor & Mast, 1991; Champlin, 1992; Dobie & Wilson, 1993, 1994 
a,b; Sturzebecher & Cebulla, 1997; Valdés et al, 1997; Cebulla et al, 
2001; Picton et al, 2001; Savio et al, 2007) over methods such as 
the coherence synchrony measure (CSM) or phase coherence (PC) 
relying on only the phase information (Victor & Mast, 1991; Dobie 
& Wilson, 1993; Sturzebecher & Cebulla, 1997; Champlin, 1992; 
Cebulla et al, 2001; Picton et al, 2001). The relative performance 
of CT2 and HT2 in the detection of 0.08 kHz steady state responses 

though has been less studied (Valdés et al, 1997; Savio et al, 2007). 
Results here showing a slight superiority of HT2 over CT2 are in 
agreement with these reports. This could be explained by the more 
robust statistical properties of the HT2 (Valdés et al, 1997). First 
the assumptions for the noise are less restricted in the HT2. To 
calculate the CT2 an assumption is made about the noise (mean 
equal to zero) whereas the HT2 estimates the noise from actual 
spectral components at both sides of the signal. The noise however 
may be different from zero when there is a moderate contamination 
by recording artifacts, or in the presence of small jitters in the 
latency and amplitude of the averaged response (Valdés et al, 1997). 
Another statistical advantage of the HT2 resides in the use of more 
data points to estimate the variance (120 spectral components versus 
16 samples of the signal frequency in the CT2). This will increase 
the degrees of freedom of the test and consequently enhances its 
accuracy (Valdés et al, 1997). Despite the statistical advantages of 
the HT2 pointed out by Valdés et al (1997), results of their study 
failed to reveal superiority in performance over CT2. This might be 
explained by the smaller sample size and the different statistical 
methods used to estimate and to compare the ROC curves.

In summary, although efficient technology and methods are  
available today for automated neonatal hearing screening, improve-
ments still can be beneficial. In this endeavor choosing a statistical 
test for objective response detection and selecting an appropriate 
technique must be thoroughly investigated. An important consider-
ation in this decision is naturally to ensure a performance yielding 
the smallest possible number of false positives and false negatives 
(Cebulla et al, 2001). In this regard, the present findings suggest the 
use of the MSSR HT2 as a strong candidate and certainly warrant 
further research and development for neonatal hearing screening.

Conclusions

These results confirm certain previous findings but further insights 
from the use of a more sizable test sample of recordings and a more 
rigorous design, apropos potential advantages of the MSSR for  
automated newborn screening. Based on ROC analysis both statistics 
examined—HT2 and CT2—proved to be more effective than the 
time domain statistics (SDR and CCR) employed in objective detec-
tion of the cABR. Also, there were some advantages found in the 
performance of the HT2 over the CT2 for MSSR objective detection. 
Overall, these results are promising and support the use of MSSR  
as the basis for further developed newborn screening technology.    
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